

**NEW RESEARCH LINKS ORGANIZATIONAL UNDERPERFORMANCE AND FAILURE TO MEET KEY OBJECTIVES WITH RAMPTANT EMPLOYEE CONFUSION ABOUT KEY RESULTS. 85% OF ORGANIZATIONS SAY KEY RESULTS ARE NOT CLEARLY DEFINED SUCH THAT EMPLOYEES AT ALL LEVELS CAN ENGAGE.**

---

**Are Key Results Clearly Defined and Understood Throughout Your Organization?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Data Presented in this Infographic is Sourced from the Workplace Accountability Study Conducted by Partners in Leadership during 2012 through 2014. This Research Represents the Largest Study of its Kind on the Subject of Workplace Accountability.**

---

**About the Workplace Accountability Study**

- **Brinker International**, one of the world's leading casual dining companies (including Chili's restaurants), reduced their cost to shareholders, industry-leading guest satisfaction scores, and their lowest employee turnover rate.

---

**About Partners In Leadership**

- At Partners In Leadership, our mission is your mission. We partner with clients to fulfill their organizational mission by creating a Culture of Accountability specifically designed to achieve their Key Results this year, next year, and beyond. For nearly three decades, we have been helping clients achieve dramatic results, reporting billions of dollars in improved shareholder wealth, saving hundreds of thousands of jobs, and resulting in some of the highest praised and best places to work in the world.

---

**It really works.**

Brinker International, one of the world’s leading casual dining companies (including Chili’s restaurants) reduced their cost to shareholders, industry-leading guest satisfaction scores, and their lowest employee turnover rate.

---

**$62.08**

Data presented in this infographic is sourced from the Workplace Accountability Study conducted by Partners in Leadership during 2012 through 2014. This research represents the largest study of its kind on the subject of workplace accountability.
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